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Abstract. There are many cybercrime and malicious activities caused by taking advantage of the 

rapid growth of social media and instant messaging applications. The misuse of social media and 

instant messaging in user end devices may lead to cybercriminals with malicious purposes. In 

order to identify crimes, it is essentially required to retrieve these traces and evidences by using 

appropriate forensic technique. This paper studies the artifacts left by LINE application on 

Windows 10 and presents evidence gathering of LINE messenger application. It proves 

beneficial for forensic analysts and practitioners as it assists them in course of mapping and 

locating digital evidences. 
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1 Introduction 

There are many cybercrime and malicious activities caused by taking advantage of the rapid growth of 
social media and instant messaging applications. Many social media and instant messaging providers 
have extended their services to smart phones, tablet computers, and personal computers. The misuse of 
social media and instant messaging in user end devices may lead to cybercriminals with malicious 
purposes. 

LINE is a proprietary instant messenger (IM) application on smartphones, tablet computers and 
personal computers. LINE users can exchange texts, images, video and audio. They also can conduct free 
VoIP conversations and video conferences. LINE first launched in Japan in 2011 [1]. It reaches 100 
million users within eighteen months and 200 million users only six months later [2]. LINE became 
Japan’s largest social network in 2013. In October 2014 LINE announced that it had attracted 560 million 
users worldwide with 170 million active user accounts [3-4]. In the fourth quarter of 2016 LINE 
announced they have more than 217 million monthly active users [5].  

LINE is a cross platform application available for Windows, MAC, iOS, Android, etc. As the use of 
LINE increasing rapidly, cybercrimes, such as slander spreading, copyright infringement, cyber stalking 
and cyber bullying, becomes more and more severe. To solve IM based cybercrimes, investigators need 
to perform forensic analysis of suspicious devices to find digital evidences. 

Depending on the IM application in use, there are several methods that can be performed to recover 
IM artifacts from client devices. These evidences can be used to profile the behavior of its user and may 
even allow the investigator to predict the users’ actions [6-8]. Each device and application has its own 
acquisition requirements and potential sets of evidence.  

It has a few paper about LINE forensics. The reference paper about LINE forensics are on [14-15]. [14] 
provided a forensic analysis of the artifacts left by the LINE instant messaging application on an Android 
device. [15] provided the forensic analysis of LINE services on Firefox OS. To our knowledge, no 
detailed analysis of LINE artifacts on Windows 10 has been undertaken, hence this research aims to fill 
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the gap and provides a road map of LINE forensic artifacts. In this paper, we seek to identify potential 
terrestrial artifacts that may remain after the use of the LINE application on a Windows 10 client device. 
We attempt to answer the following questions in this research:  

(1) What data does it remain on a Windows 10 device and the locations on a hard drive after a user has 
used LINE? 

(2) What data does it remain in Random Access Memory after a user has used the LINE services on a 
Windows 10 device? 

Findings from this research will contribute to the forensic community’s understanding of the types of 
terrestrial artifacts that are likely to remain after the use of LINE services on devices running Windows 
10.  

This paper has organized as follows. In section 2 introduces the related works. In section 3, we outline 
the research methodology. In section 4, results and analysis are discussed. In section 5, we discuss our 
research findings. Finally, section 6 is conclusions. 

2 Related Works 

The evidences were stored on three principle areas by using IM. They are hard drive, memory, and 
network. Some IM services have the ability to log information on the user’s hard drive [9]. To use IM 
service, an account must be established to create a screen name providing with user information. Some 
instant messenger providers might assist the investigation with information of the account owner. 

Evidence can be found in various internet file caches used by Internet Explorer for volatile IM and 
each cache holds different pieces of data. Apart from the normal files, files left by instant messenger on a 
hard drive can be in temp file format and will generally be deleted and could be very difficult to retrieve 
once the machine is power down. An operating system generally stores information of all the installed 
and uninstalled applications in the system. The uninstalled application also leaves evidence. If a user has 
deleted an instant messenger application, there is a chance that a record can be found in the registry to 
prove that the instant messenger has once installed. Information is also stored within the memory. Since 
every application requires memory to execute, evidence could be left behind in the system’s memory. 
The analysis on live memory has allows us to extend the possibility in providing additional contextual 
information for any cases. For any Windows based operating system, important evidences can usually be 
found beneath the physical memory, hibernation file and pagefile [10].  

Artifacts of instant messaging have been of interest in many different digital forensic studies. Cosimo 
Anglano et al. [11] presented the forensic analysis of the artifacts generated on Android smartphones by 
ChatSecure. Songyang Wu et al. [12] described how to acquire the data of WeChat and how to decode 
the encrypted database. Ovens et al. [13] located and documented artifacts by Kik messenger on iOS. 
Asif et al. [17] provided a forensic analysis of the artifacts left by the LINE instant messaging application 
on an Android device. Yusoff et al. [15] provided the forensic analysis of instant messaging services in 
Firefox OS. Chu et al. [16] focused on live data acquisition from personal computer and was able to 
identify distinct strings that will assist forensic practitioners with reconstruction of the previous Facebook 
sessions. Iqbal et al. [14] studied the artifacts left by the ChatON instant messaging application. The 
analysis was conducted on an iPhone running iOS6 and a Samsung Galaxy Note running Android 4.1. 
Walnycky et al. [18] added that artifacts of the Facebook Messenger could vary depending on user 
settings, OS version, and manufacturer. Azfar et al. [19] adapt a widely used adversary model from the 
cryptographic literature to formally capture a forensic investigator’s capabilities during the collection and 
analysis of evidentiary materials from mobile devices. In 2013 Mahajan et al. [20] performed forensic 
analysis of Whatsapp and Viber on five android phones using UFED and manual analysis. Anglano [21] 
carried out Whatsapp forensics on Android in 2014 using YouWave virtualization platform. Levendoski 
et al. [22] concluded that artifacts of the Yahoo Messenger client produced a different directory structure 
on Windows Vista and 7. Wong et al. [23] and Mutawa et al. [24] demonstrated that artifacts of the 
Facebook web-application could be recovered from memory dumps and web browsing cache.  

To our knowledge, no detailed analysis of LINE artifacts on Windows 10 has been undertaken, hence 
this research aims to fill the gap and provides a road map of LINE forensic artifacts.  
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3 Methodology 

In our research, we use virtual machines (VMs) with a standard installation of Windows 10. The LINE 
application was installed on Windows 10. We set up 18 different configurations. This allowed us to 
examine a variety of test in several configurations and to facilitate forensic analysis of LINE Messenger. 
The study was focused on identifying data remnants of the activities of LINE. This is undertaken to 
determine the remnants an examiner should search for when Instant Messenger is suspected. Our 
research also includes the circumstances of using anti-forensic methodology to hide evidence, and 
whether remnants remain to identify the use of LINE Messenger. 

There are 18 virtual machines which replicate different circumstance of usage to gather remnants in 
relation to the use of LINE on Windows 10. The virtual machines were created for each different 
circumstance of LINE activities. This represents different physical computer systems available for 
analysis, with different circumstances and data remnants available for analysis on each VM. According to 
the activities of LINE, we create a base VM and 17 different VMs. The virtual machines reduce the costs 
of the study, since neither many real personal computers are necessary to carry out the experiments. 

The base VM is to compare the subsequent VMs to determine the changes made. It is possible to 
observe the changes of file systems. Our experimental test-bed consists of a set of virtual machines. That 
is VMware Workstation V12.0.0. For each experiment, Windows 10 Enterprise was installed on every 
virtual machine. The LINE Messenger V4.2.0.654 for windows was installed on all virtual machines. In 
each experiment, we assign only a role to each virtual device. We use it to carry out the corresponding 
activities. At the end of the experiment, we suspend the virtual device. We parse the file implementing 
the corresponding internal memory and hard drive by means of WinHex 17.9.0.0 and EnCase V7.04. 
Then we extract the files where LINE Messenger stores the data it generates.  

According to the activities of LINE, we create seven sub-experiment systems. They are Base-VM, 
Login-VM, Snd-VM, Rcv-VM, Keep-VM, Delete-VM, and Delete_Keep-VM. In all experiments, there 
are 18 virtual machines to gather the data in relation to the activities of LINE as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. All virtual machines and the examination procedure for LINE forensics 

The different actions undertaken are as follows. They will be divided in seven cases. 
(1) The first case was to install the LINE messenger into base virtual machine.  
(2) The second case was to make two copies of the base machine for each scenario. An account of 
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LINE was created for these experiments. We use email address and QR code to sign in LINE on two 
different virtual machines. We do nothing and sign out. Then we use SQLite Database Browser V2.0 to 
analyze LINE database files and use WinHex and EnCase to analyze memory and hard drive to find the 
remnants of account and password.  

(3) The third case was to make four copies of the base virtual machine for each scenario. There are 
four scenarios as the activities of Snd-VM on Fig. 1. After sending action, sender signs out and finds the 
data remnants. 

(4) The forth case was to make four copies of the base virtual machine for each scenario. There are 
four scenarios as the activities of Rcv-VM on Fig. 1. After receiving action, receiver signs out and finds 
the data remnants.  

(5) The fifth case was to make three copies of the base virtual machine for each scenario. There are 
three scenarios as the activities of Keep-VM on Fig. 1. After keeping action, we sign out and finds the 
data remnants. 

(6) The sixth case was to make two copies of the base virtual machine with LINE for each scenario. 
We do the same actions as case 3 and 4. Then we delete all the sending and receiving data. We log out 
and find the data remnants. In the other scenario, after we delete all the sending and receiving data, we 
use CCleaner to remove LINE application and delete temporary, history, cookies, recycle bin, memory 
dumps, log files, etc. Then we retrieve the data remnants. 

(7) The seventh case was to make two copies of the base virtual machine for each scenario. We do the 
same actions as case 5. Then we delete all the keeping messages. We log out and find the data remnants. 
In the other scenario, after we delete all the keeping messages, we use CCleaner to remove LINE and 
delete temporary, history, cookies, recycle bin, memory dumps, log files, etc. Then we retrieve the data 
remnants. 

4 Result and Analysis 

4.1 LINE Database Files 

There is a main location for the recovered LINE artifacts. All chat database and text data are on 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\LINE. There are two subdirectories name Cache and Data in the 
LINE directory. All of image files are in the Cache directory. Many database files are in the Data 
directory. The contents of database files are encrypted. All contents can’t be read except timestamp. The 
chat table is shown as Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. The content of the chat table 

The database file contains many tables relate to regular chat activities such as contact information and 
chat messages as shown in Table 1. While opening the database files we find the schema but can’t read 
the contents except we can decrypt it.  
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Table 1. The information of chat activities 

Table Column Information 

id Each chat session is stored with a unique identifier. 

midType Media type 

lastMessage The last message 
chat 

lastaupdateTime Timestamps of last update 

mid Unique identifier of each contact 

createdTime Timestamps of creation contact 

displayName the name that appears in chats 

from sender 

to receiver 

createdTime Timestamps of creation 
message 

text a text message is stored in this field 

id Unique identifier of chat group 

createdTime Timestamps of creation group 

name Name of the group as specified during creation of the group. 

4.2 Login-VM 

Login with email address. We can’t find any remnants about email address and password in Virtual 
Machine Disk (VMDK) file. In the Virtual Machine Memory (VMEM) file, the email address 
(testabc2016@gmail.com) can be found as Fig. 3. We can’t find the password. We believe the password 
with a secure encryption so that we can’t find it. 

 

Fig. 3. The remnants of login with email address  

Login with QR code. We use QuickMark application to decode QR code and get a character string 
(http://line.me/R/au/q/Jlebl0zwDGWSZEMBlqeyRl4AR1PR2lb7). This character string is a key to find 
login information and password. We can’t find any remnants about QR code and password. But we find 
our LINE account identification (ID, u67f209fef81e3693683aa1df98432e33) is shown as Fig. 4. A search 
for the QR code and password produced no matches in the forensic image and memory dump in the 
experiment. 

 

Fig. 4. The remnants of login with QR code 

In these two experiments the data remnants can be found in volatile memory. There are no remnants 
on VMDK file. 

4.3 Snd-VM 

Sending text message. The remnants can’t be found in VMDK files. In volatile memory the sending user 
name (Yaaichu), chat message (Send you a message.), time stamp (1446205306500), and the receiver ID 
(u300bc27d6c3e5fe3390861c4ae9f240d) are shown as Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. The remnants of sending text message 

Sending image. The locations of remnants of image file are shown in Table 2. We also find file name, 
file size (208916), time stamp (1446204865123), sending user ID (u67f209fef81e3693683aa1df9 
8432e33), receiving user ID (u300bc27d6c3e5fe3390861c4ae9f240d), and the locations of sending file as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Table 2. The locations of remnants of sending image file 

C\Users\[UserName]\ntuser.dat.LOG1 

C\Users\[UserName]\NTUSER.DAT 
C\$MFT 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\IMG_1028.lnk 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\V01.log 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\AutomaticDestinations\5f7b5f1e01b83767.a
utomaticDestinations-ms 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\WebCacheV01.dat 

 

Fig. 6. The remnants of sending image file 

Sending video & sending word files. We can find file name, file size, time stamp, sending user ID, 
receiving user ID, and the directory of sending file as the same as Sending image. 

In these four experiments the remnants can be found in volatile memory and hard disk drive. When a 
user sends a file using the LINE app, there will be records remaining in Windows system files such as 
$MFT, ntuser.dat.LOG1, NTUSER.DAT, and WebCacheV01.dat to indicate the filenames, and directory 
paths for the sending files. The remnants are also recorded in memory as Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

4.4 Rcv-VM 

Receiving text message. The remnants can’t be found in VMDK files. In volatile memory the sending 
user’s name (Yaaichu), sender ID, receiver ID, text message (I know,) and time stamp are shown as Fig. 
7. 
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Fig. 7. The remnants of receiving text message 

Receiving image. The locations of remnants of image file are shown in Table 3. We also find filename, 
file size, time stamp, sending user ID, receiving user ID, and the directory of receiving file in the volatile 
memory. 

Table 3. The locations of remnants of receiving image file 

C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\V01.log 

C\Windows\Prefetch\ReadyBoot\ReadyBoot.etl 
C\Users\[UserName]\NTUSER.DAT 
C\$Extend\$UsnJrnl·$J 
C\ProgramData\Microsoft\Search\Data\Applications\Windows\Windows.edb 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\IMG_0101.lnk 
C\Users\[UserName]\ntuser.dat.LOG2 
C\Users\[UserName]\ntuser.dat.LOG1 
C\$MFT 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\WebCacheV01.dat 
C\$LogFile 

 

Receiving video & receiving word file. The file name, file size, time stamp, sending user ID, receiving 
user ID, and the directory of sending file can be found as Receiving image. 

In these four experiments the remnants can be found in volatile memory and hard disk drive. When a 
user receives a file using the LINE app, there will be records remaining in Windows system files such as 
$LogFile, $MFT, and $UsnJrnl to indicate the filenames, and directory paths for the downloaded files.  

4.5 Keep-VM 

Keep text message. The remnants can’t be found in VMDK files. In volatile memory a keeping message 
(test_test_550) is shown as Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. The remnants of keeping text message 

Keep image. The locations of remnants of image file are shown in Table 4. In volatile memory the 
remnants of image file are shown as Fig. 9. 
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Table 4. The locations of remnants of keeping image file 

C\Lost Files\API-MS-Win-EventLog-Legacy-L1-1-0.dll 

C\Users\[UserName]\ntuser.dat.LOG2 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\AutomaticDestinations\5f7b5f1e01b83767.a
utomaticDestinations-ms 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\V01.log 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\WebCacheV01.dat 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\IMG_1225.lnk 
C\Lost Files\api-ms-win-security-sddl-l1-1-0.dll 
C\$MFT 

 

Fig. 9. The remnants of keeping image 

Keep word file. The remnants are the same as Keeping image. 

4.6 Delete-VM 

Delete all data. The locations of remnants are shown in Table 5.  

Table 5. The locations of remnants of deleting all data 

C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\V0100001.log 

C\Users\[UserName]\NTUSER.DAT 
C\Windows\Prefetch\ReadyBoot\ReadyBoot.etl 
C\Users\[UserName]\ntuser.dat.LOG2 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\WebCacheV01.dat 
C\$MFT 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\ball23.lnk 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\AutomaticDestinations\5f7b5f1e01b83767.a
utomaticDestinations-ms 
C\Users\[UserName]\ntuser.dat.LOG1 

 
Delete all data with Ccleaner. We do the same actions as Delete all data and use CCleaner to remove 
LINE apps and delete temporary, history, cookies, recycle bin, memory dumps, log files, etc. The 
locations of remnants are as Table 5 except for C\$MFT and C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\ 
Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\V0100001.log. 

4.7 Delete_Keep-VM 

Delete all keeping data. We do all the keep actions as Keep-VM. Then we delete all of the keeping data. 
The locations of remnants are shown in Table 6. 
Delete all keeping data with CCleaner. We do the same actions as Delete all keeping data and use 
CCleaner to remove LINE apps and delete temporary, history, cookies, recycle bin, memory dumps, log 
files, etc. The locations of remnants are as Table 6 except for C\$MFT, C\$LogFile, and C\Users\ 
[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\V01.log.  
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Table 6. The locations of remnants of deleting all keeping data 

C\Users\[UserName]\NTUSER.DAT 

C\ProgramData\Microsoft\Search\Data\Applications\Windows\edb.log 
C\Users\[UserName]\ntuser.dat.LOG2 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\WebCacheV01.dat 
C\$MFT 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\AutomaticDestinations\5f7b5f1e01b83767.a
utomaticDestinations-ms 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\WebCache\V01.log 
C\$Extend\$UsnJrnl·$J 
C\Windows\Prefetch\ReadyBoot\ReadyBoot.etl 
C\Users\[UserName]\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\flower3ac.lnk 
C\$LogFile 

 
Table 7 shows the meaning of terminology about Section 4. 

Table 7. The meaning of terminology 

Term Description 

$LogFile Contains transaction log of file system metadata changes. 

$MFT 

Master File Table. Describes all files on the volume, including file names, 
timestamps, stream names, and lists of cluster numbers where data streams reside, 
indexes, security identifiers, and file attributes like “read only”, “compressed”, 
“encrypted”, etc. 

ntuser.dat.LOG1 
The ntuser.dat.log1 file contains a log of changes made to the registry files for your 
user account. 

NTUSER.DAT A user profile contains personal files and preference settings 

automaticDestinations-ms 
The automaticdestinations-ms file extension is associated with Microsoft Windows 
and used for Jump List files, that contain jump data about certain application. 

ReadyBoot.etl the logging process for ready boost 

Unallocated Clusters free space on a hard drive 

$UsnJrnl:$J actual journal entries are stored in the $UsnJrnl:$J 

WebCacheV01.dat users web history: the database structure for IE 11 

edbtmp.log 
All current transaction logs are stored in the edb.log file. Once this log file has 
reached the 5 MB limit, a new file is created and named edbttmp.log. 

Lnk 
a file extension for a shortcut file used by Microsoft Windows to point to an 
executable file 

5 Discussions 

In this research, we identified artifacts for LINE application. We focus on both the volatile memory and 
hard drive. Our experiments showed that critical application data is present in the RAM and it can be 
extracted for further analysis. Our hard drive analysis has shown that LINE application activities remain 
some artifacts in different locations. This indicated that once a user used LINE apps, records will remain 
in the application folder. We also find the contents of database files are encrypted. 

The analysis was performed manually on each file to identify the file types, search for related LINE 
activities data, and determine the location of stored artifacts. There are several keywords used to detect 
the remnants, including email address, usernames, user ID, LINE, and etc. Further explanation of 
analysis and findings are provided as follows. 
Login information. Logging in to the LINE would leave the account name in internal memory which 
can be detected by searching email address. Utilizing this account name to further search the internal 
memory can identify the assigned LINE user ID and the timestamp of the last login as shown in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4. However, there is no trace of the user password could be detected in the internal memory. We 
believe the password is protected with a secure encryption so that we could not find it. All of image files 
are found in the LINE Cache directory. There are many pictures can be found in the directory such as the 
user profile picture and cover picture. 
Sending message. The examination of the LINE messages sent by the user are as Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 
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These artifacts remained in the internal memory as plain text can be retrieved using user ID, or username 
as search keywords. The time stamp, chat ID, file name, file size, and file location also remain in the 
internal memory and can be retrieved using username as search keyword. From the experiments, text 
message sent can only be retrieved from the internal memory and the remnants of file is also in hard drive 
as Table 2. 
Receiving message. The examination of the LINE received messages is as Fig. 7. These artifacts remain 
in the internal memory in plain text format, and can be retrieved by using user ID as search keyword. The 
time stamp, chat ID, filename, and file location also remain in the internal memory and can be retrieved 
by using filename extension as search keyword. From the experiments, the received text message can 
only be retrieved from the internal memory and the remnants of file are also in hard drive as Table 3. 
Keeping message. The examination of the LINE kept messages are as Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. These artifacts 
remain in the internal memory in plain text format. The filename, time stamp, and user ID also remain in 
the internal memory and can be retrieved using filename extension or Keep as search keyword. In the 
memory the original filename is converted to a unique name in LINE, and both of them can be retrieved 
using filename extension or Keep as search keyword. From the experiments, the kept text message can 
only be retrieved from the internal memory and the remnants of file are also in hard drive as Table 4. 
Deleting message. The examination of the LINE revealed deleting messages and files as Table 5 & 
Table 6. These artifacts of deleting message still remain in the internal memory in plain text but not all of 
the sending messages, receiving messages, and keeping messages can be found. The filename, file 
location, time stamp, and user name also can be found in the internal memory. After deleting action, the 
remnants in memory are less than before. The artifacts can still be retrieved using filename extension or 
Keep as search keyword.  

The examination of the LINE deleted messages and files are as Table 5 & Table 6. These artifacts of 
deleted message still remain in the internal memory as plain text, but not all of the sent messages, 
received messages, and kept messages can be found. The filename, file location, time stamp, and user 
name also can be found in the internal memory. After deleting action, the remnants in memory may be 
less than before. However, the artifacts can still be retrieved by using filename extension or Keep as 
search keyword. 

The significance and location of artifacts are worth to be noted. In our research, they were determined 
by: (1) Directories maintained by LINE app in the application folders. (2) Database schema held by 
LINE app in the application caches. (3) The cache copies of the transferred and downloaded files in the 
application folder. 

Data stored in various forms and locations by the developer can become treasure for an investigator. 
The artifacts findings are summarized in Table 8. 

Table 8. Summary of findings 

Virtual Machine Volatile Memory (RAM) Hard Drive 
Email addr Account name found Not found 

Login-VM 
QR code Not found Not found 

Text Content found Not found 
Image file Found Found 
Video file Found Found 

Snd-VM 

Word file Found Found 
Text Content found Not found 

Image file Found Found 
Video file Found Found Rcv-VM 

Word file Found Found 
Text Content found Not found 

Image file Found Found Keep-VM 
Word file Found Found 

Delete Found Found 
Delete-VM 

Delete with CCleaner Found Found 
Delete Found Found 

Delete_Keep-VM 
Delete with CCleaner Found Found 
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6 Conclusions 

Instant messaging becomes popular among individuals and business organizations. Applications such as 
LINE, WhatsApp, WeChat, Skype, and Facebook Messenger are some of the commonly used 
applications that may also be leveraged to commit crimes. It is important to identify the forensic artifacts 
left by these application to trace the criminal behaviors. In this paper we have presented the findings from 
our forensic examination of LINE application on Windows 10. The study consists of installation, 
uninstallation, logins, conversations, transferred files, and other activities in LINE. The results indicated 
that it leaves useful evidential material on the hard drive and memory dumps from use of LINE.  

We would like to note that a limitation of our work is that it was tested on a Windows 10 device. We 
leave the analysis of LINE Messenger on different Operating System and to analyze the network traffic 
of LINE messaging applications as future work.  
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